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ABSTRAK

Kajian ini membincangkan rum us baru indeks kualiti alam sekitar yang boleh
digunakan untuk memantau parameter udara dan juga parameter kaji cuaca
yang lain. Perumusan indeks ini berasaskan kepada analisis komponen utama
konvensional dan anal isis komponen utama teguh yang dapat memberikan
gabungan linear terbaik bagi parameter alam sekitar. Perbandingan telah
dilakukan di an tara indeks daripada analisis komponen utama konvensional
(PCA) dan indeks anal isis komponen utama teguh (RPCA). Keputusan
menunjukkan bahawa RPCA dapat memberikan satu alternatif gabungan linear
yang lebih baik. Contoh berangka mengenai kualiti udara telah dilakukan
untuk menunjukkan penggunaan indeks kualiti alam sekitar teguh.

ABSTRAGr

This paper discusses a formulation of new environmental quality indices, which
can be used for monitoring environmental as well as meteorological parameters.
The formulation of the indices is based on conventional and robust principal
component analysis, which gives the linear combination of environmental
parameters. Comparisons are made between the conventional principal
component analysis (PCA) indices and I'obust principal component analysis
(RPCA) indices. The results show that the RPCA gave a better alternative linear
combination. A numerical example on air quality was used to illustrate the
application of the robust environmental indices.

Keywords: Conventional principal component analysis, robust principal
component analysis, quality indices, MLT-estimator, CMB-estimator

INTRODUCTION

Indices or indicators are useful means of observing trends, analysing programs,
policy making and informing the public of important concepts in a simple
understandable manner. An index is defined as a scheme that transforms the
(weighted) values of individual pollutant-related parameters (for example,
carbon monoxide concentration or visibility) into'a single numbers, or set of
number and the result is a set of rules (for example, an equation) that
translates parameter values by means of a numerical manipulation into a more
parsimonious form (Ott and Thorn 1976). Pikul (1974) defined an index,
which is a mathematical combination of two or more parameters, which can
have utility at least, in an interpretive sense.

In an environmental context, environmental indices are used to give insight
into environmental conditions. They should serve as a means to examine the
changes in climate, to highlight specific environmental conditions and to help
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governmental decision-makers evaluate the effectiveness of regulatory programs.
The best measurement of selected parameters, which are reported in a timely
and effective manner merely provides the policy maker with large amounts of
data. To be useful for evaluation and assessment, these data must be aggregated
in a meaningful way to show the right magnitudes and trends.

In discussing environmental aspects, there is more than one parameter that
needs to be analyzed. ormally, traditional approaches are used in multivariate
data, such as factor analysis, principal component analysis, discriminant analysis,
biplot analysis and multidimensional scaling. This paper discusses the
implementation of the robust PCA in developing environmental indices.

METHODOLOGY

A principal component analysis (PCA) is concerned with explaining the variance
covariance structure through a few linear combinations of original variables. Its
general objectives are data reduction and data interpretation. Although p
components are required to reproduce the total system variability, often a small
number, k, of the principal components, can account for much of this variability.
If so, there is as much information in the k components as there is in the
original p variables. The original data, consisting of n measurement on p
variables, is reduced to one consisting of n measurements on k principal
components.

Algebraically, principal components are particular linear combinations of
the p random variables XI' X~, ... , XI" Geometrically, these linear combinations
represent the election of a new coordinate system obtained by rotating the
original system with xI' x~, ... , xI' as the coordinate axes. The new axes represent
the directions with maximum variability and provide a simpler and parsimonious
description of the covariance structure.

The method of principal components is based on a key result from matrix
algebra: A p X Psymmetric, nonsingular matrix, such as the covariance matrix
L, may be reduced to a diagonal matrix L by premultiplying and postmultiplying
it by a particular orthonormal Matrix V such that V'LV = L. The diagonal
elements of L, ll' l~, ... , III are called the characteristic roots, latent roots or
eigenvalues of L. The columns of V, u I ' u~, ... , up are called the characteristic
vectors or eigenvactors of L. The characteristic roots may be obtained from the
solution of the characteristic equation IL - I II =0, where I is the identity matrix.
This equation produces a flI< degree polynomial in l from which the values l"
l~, ... , lp are obtained.

If the covariances are not equal to zero, it indicates that a linear relationship
exists between these two variables, the strength of that relationship being
represented by the correlation coefficient. The principal axis will transform p
correlated variables XI' x~, ... , xp into pnew uncorrelated variables ZI' ~,... , zJ/ The
coordinate axis of these new variables are described by the characteristic vectors
u, which make up the matrix V of direction cosines used in the transform z =

V' [x - L]. The transformed variables are called the principal components of x
and the covariance matrix of Z is cov(Z) = tr 0"1' A,~, A,3"'" A).
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The majority of techniques have assumed that the data with which we are
working are basically 'good'. A number of problems may occur. First, the
assumptions regarding the underlying distribution used. Second, there are
assumptions of independence of the sample observation. Third, 'outliers'
observations. It is possible that outliers can affect the roots and vectors
themselves and for that, robust estimation procedures will be required. There
are four classes of robust estimators; namely the adaptive estimator, the L
estimator, the M-estimator and the rank test estimator. Let XI' x2' ... , x" be a
random sample from a distribution with a probability density function fixr B) ,
where B is the location parameter. Then, the log likelihood function can be
written as

In L(B)
;:1

n

=-L 7J(x j -B), where 7J(x) = -Infix)
;:1

Thus,

"
where 7J'(x) = l' (x). The solution, e, of L 'r(xj-B) = 0 maximise L(e) and e

i=l

is called the maximum likelihood estimator of B.
Marrona (1976) introd uced M-estimator for the location vector, f.J., and

covariance matrix, L, for the solution of tlle system

n

(1/ n)Lw1(d,)(xj - f.J.) = 0
;:1

and
n

(l / n)Lw2( d; )(x j - f.J.)(x j - f.J.)'= L
;:1

where dj = [(Xj - J.l)"i,-I (Xj - f.J.)]I/2 is the Mahalanobis distance function and WI

and w
2

are functions of the technique involved.

The M-estimator

An iteration procedure is needed to calculate the robust value of d
j
2 where

d.=[(x.- mjS'-1 (x.- mO)] 1/2, i = 1, 2, ... , n. where mO and S are the new estimators
of f.J. ~nd L. Gen~rally, the M-estimators of f.J. and L are given by
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i=1i=1

n

n n L,W2(d;)(x j -m*)(x j -m*)'

m* = L,WI(d)x
j
I L,wI(d) and S* =--"i=::..!.I ....,...-__",-- _

f[wld;)]

where WI (d
j
) and j[w2(dn] are some suitable weight functions.

(i) The MLT-estimator
Marrona (1976) suggested the weight functions of WI and w

2
as follows. Let

where v is the degree of freedom associated with the multiple t-distribution.
Generally, v is set to 1, the Cauchy distribution. This is the value used by Devlin
et at. (1981) and./lw2(d)1 = lin. So, the likelihood maximum t-estimator (MLT)
of mean Jl, and covariance matrix 2:, are:

i=1

where WI (d) =: (1+p)/(1+d
j
2

) =: w
2

(dj
2), refer to Jackson (1991) for details.

(ii) The CMB-estimator
Campbell (1980) suggested a phi-function \If, redeclines in w (d) =: 'Jf(d)ldj

where

1

n

W (d.2)=:[w (d.)]2 and f[w2(d)] = ~)W2(d)]2-1
2 I 1 I i=l

the c
1

and S are the robust scale estimators to ensure W has robust characteristics.
When normality assumption is considered, square root of Fisher transformation
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for Chi-square distribution will give d; approximates to normal distribution with

mean .JP and variance I/.J2. Campbell also suggested that c
1

= 2 and c~ = 1.25

to produce the robust characteristics which have been suggested by Hampel
(1973). This procedure produced weights that decrease at a faster rate than
other procedures.

The mean and covariance matrix estimator are

i=1

{tw,rd; lex, - m*)(x, - mOl')
and SCMII = --c---'---r-"------.---'-

~ ~L./wld)] -1
i=1

All of the multivariate procedures are sensitive to starting values and usually
work best with robust estimates at the beginning. For the starting values in the
iteration, the sample mean, x and sample covariance matrix, S, are used. If
there are extreme values, the robust median estimator, x.. and matrix S.. =

"
L(x; -x.. )(x; - x".)'

i= 1 are used for x and S, respectively. The procedure is
n-I

repeated until the correlation matrix converges.
The methods discussed earlier produced robust estimates of the mean and

variance while the characteristic roots and vectors were obtained from them by
conventional PCA. These results are called robust PCA because the starting
matrices were robust.

The Development oj the Rnbust Indices

The air quality index introduced by Pikul (1974), is defined as

(1)

where PI is an index of air pollution. The air pollutant index is defined without
regard to synergistic effects, which occur as a result of reactions between two or
more pollutants. The keys to determining PI are the index standard for each
pollutant, which need not correspond to legal standards. Let

S;I be the standards concentration at 50'h percentile (median) for pollutant i
Sfl be the standards concentration at 85th percentile (1cr) for pollutant i
SiC!> be the standards concentration at 95'h percentile (2cr) for pollutant i

Then, the standards pollution index from the first principal component,
Szl(;k) can be written as Szl(;k) = LW;k S;k where k = 1, 2, 3; i =1, 2, 3, 4, 5; and W;k
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the coefficient or weight [rom the first principal component. The air quality
index includes five pollutants, namely ozone (0

3
), nitrogen dioxide (NO),

sulfur dioxide (SO), carbon monoxide (CO) and suspended particulate matter
(SPM).

Let M
ik

, k =1, 2, 3, correspond to the measured concentration values of
pollutant i for the k-th percentile index and let Mz1(il<) be the pollutants indices
from the first principal components, Z. So we can get the pollutant indices
which correspond to the measured concentration values of pollutant i for the
k Ih percentile index; MZ1(lk) = LW'k M ik k=1, 2, 3; i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; and W ik are the
coefficients and weights from the first principal component.

Then the pollution index is computed as

(2)

where the V'k is the relative weights assigned to each percentile value (LU'k = 1)
and M is a factor that ensures that PI does not exceed unity.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The CPCA Indices

Standard indices have been used for the five primary pollutants shown in Table
1. The standard indices are based on the MAQI (Malaysian Air Quality Index)
and RMG (Recommended Malaysian Guideline).

TABLE 1
Standard index based on the RMG and MAQI

Standard index
Pollutants

s"
Ozone, 0, (ppm)
Nitrogen Dioxide, N0

2
(ppm)

Sulphur Dioxide, S02 (ppm)
Carbon Monoxide, CO (mg/m")
Suspended Particulate Matter, SPM (~g/m3)

0.1000
0.0600
0.0400
9.0000
150.000

0.3270
0.2795
0.1265
24.2634
314.9889

0.5541
0.4989
0.2130

39.5269
479.9777

For this study, the data from 1" to 31" July 1995 from the Kuala Lumpur
environmental station were used. To get the standard pollutant index S:I(ik)' the
coefficient derived from the conventional and robust PCA are multiplied with
the pollutant value for each percentile.

Table 2 shows the correlation value (from conventional correlation matrix)
between pollutants and it is found that the pollutants have a positive relationship
except for 0" and CO and 0" and SPM respectively. However, the correlation
values are small -0.1205 and -0.2639, respectively.
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TABLE 2
The correlation matrix based on conventional PCA

Pollutants O~ NOt SOt CO SPM

O~ 1.0000
NOt 0.4231 1.0000
SOt 0.3147 0.4239 1.0000
CO -0.1205 0.2135 0.6427 1.0000

SPM -0.2639 0.1169 0.9237 0.5428 1.0000

The first eigen value from the correlation matrix is 2.5380 and it explains
50.7% of the variation in the data. As mentioned before, the quality index is
calculated based on the first principal component. The pollution index equation
is

P, = 0.2797*N02 + 0.0440*O~ + 0.5848*CO + 0.5245*S02 + 0.5501*SPM.

Pollutant index, MzI(iJ<) can be derived by multiplying each M
ik

with the
coefficient (which is derived from the conventional and robust PCA) and then
totalled. The air quality index would be computed from equation (1) by
substitution from equation (2).

The quality indices throughout July 1995 are displayed in Table 3.

TABLE 3
Indices derived from the first day to the 31st with the conventional PCA

Day QI Day QI

1 0.97120 17 0.95986
2 0.97063 18 0.96771
3 0.97282 19 0.97701
4 0.97855 20 0.96706
5 0.96860 21 0.97477
6 0.96476 22 0.97918
7 0.96188 23 0.97743
8 0.96588 24 0.98261
9 0.97005 25 0.97232
19 0.96570 26 0.97881
11 0.96065 27 0.98127
12 0.95916 28 0.97928
13 0.96007 29 0.96015
14 0.95881 30 0.95901
15 0.95614 31 0.96566
16 0.96288

This method shows that the air quality in Kuala Lumpur is in good
condition.
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The RPCA Indices

The calculation of RPCA index is still the same as in CPCA, the only difference
is the coefficient former index is derived from a robust estimator. Table 4 shows
that CO and SPM are highly correlated with correlation value of 0.9318 whereas
CO and SO~ have a correlation value of 0:6060.

TABLE 4
The correlation matrix based on the robust PCA

Pol1utants 0, N0
2

0, 1.0000
NO~ 0.5769 1.0000
SO~ 0.5626 0.5616
CO 0.1678 0.4046

SPM 0.0358 0.2960

SO~

1.0000
0.6060
0.9318

co

1.0000
0.4924

SPM

1.0000

The first eigen value is 2.8963 and it explains 57.9% of the variation in the
data. This means the RPCA can explain more variation than the conventional
counterpart. The pollution index equation is

P, = 0.4272*NO~ + 0.3319*0, + 0.5023*CO + 0.5024*SO~ + 0.4502*SPM

Finally, the quality indices throughout July 1995 are displayed in Table 5.

TABLE 5
Indices derived from the first day to the 31st with the robust PCA

Day QI Day QI

1 0.97656 17 0.95472
2 0.97023 18 0.97019
3 0.97038 19 0.97954
4 0.99989 20 0.96483
5 0.96882 21 0.97765
6 0.96748 22 0.97486
7 0.96241 23 0.97612
8 0.96346 24 0.98723
9 0.96918 25 0.97232
19 0.96623 26 0.99940
11 0.95920 27 0.98339
12 0.95271 28 0.99724
13 0.96256 29 0.96609
14 0.95923 30 0.96018
15 0.95928 31 0.96357
16 0.96254
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This method also shows that the air quality in Kuala Lumpur IS in good
condition.

CONCLUSIONS

The PCA structure can be a better alternative to explain the combination
environmental parameters in developing environmental indices. The largest
weight in pollution index equation indicates the most influencing factor in air
pollution phenomenon. From the pollution index equation, the contribution
of each parameter in air pollution can be determined. The results show that the
robust estimators are more successful in giving a better alternative result. The
CPCA explains only 50.7% of the variation in the data, while RPCA explains
57.97%. However, the CPCA and RPCA give the same caution signals regarding
the air condition, but the values of indices are relatively different.

From the structure of the new quality indices, it shows that it gives a better
alternative to monitor the level of air quality. Furthermore, the indices are easy
to understand, easy to calculate and more comprehensive. This method (RPCA)
is very flexible and it can be adapted to any type of environmental parameters,
such as water quality, noise pollution, quality of life, etc. If the indices are
plotted on the graph, the trends of environmental parameters can be detected
and can be used for forecasting purposes.
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